
 

 

 

 

May 14-19, 2017— Sunday dinner through Friday lunch 
with Cynthia Bourgeault, Marcelle Martin,  

and Paulette Meier 

338 Plush Mill Road 

Wallingford, Pennsylvania 

Ext. 137, 610-566-4507  

www.pendlehill.org 
Pendle Hill 
A Quaker Study, Retreat, and Conference Center 

Registration 

Visit www.pendlehill.org,  

or call Ext. 137 at 610-566 4507  

or 800-742-3150 (toll-free in US) 

Accommodations 

Private room      $ 985 
Shared room      $ 885 

Commute      $ 540 
 

Travel 

Pendle Hill is just fifteen minutes from  

Philadelphia International Airport, and  twenty 

minutes outside the city.   

The campus is near the Wallingford train station.  

Take the SEPTA Media/Elwyn line from Philadelphia 

and call for a pick-up. 

Our Life is Love:  

A Quaker Wisdom School  
for Quakers and Wisdom  

Seekers of All Faiths 

Visit www.pendlehill.org for more information. 

From time immemorial Wisdom schools have formed during 

periods of  great spiritual and cultural transition as a crucible of 

transformation and a meeting ground between ancient, time-

tested practices and emerging spiritual insight. They are shaped by 

the core principle that Wisdom cannot be accessed by the mind 

alone; it requires a transformation of the entire being. 

In this first-ever Quaker Wisdom School, internationally 

acclaimed Wisdom teacher Cynthia Bourgeault will team up with 

Quaker spiritual leaders Marcelle Martin and Paulette Meier to 

more deeply engage the dialogue and cross-pollination between 

the Quaker and other strains of the Christian contemplative 

stream. Following the time-tested pattern of “ora et labora” – 

prayer and work – we will engage the core practices that sustain 

the transformation of consciousness (contemplative prayer, sacred 

chanting, mindful practical work) in an atmosphere richly charged 

with the Quaker heritage of silent worship, voluntary simplicity, 

and a deepening attunement to the Light within. The fundamental 

precepts of Quaker spirituality woven so deeply into Pendle Hill 

itself will reverberate still more strongly through the haunting 

chants of Quaker songwriter Paulette Meier, which will form both 

the spiritual and acoustical matrix for our work together during 

the week. 


